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Overview
The Commission on Environmental Sustainability has been established
by the Mayor of Liverpool to undertake an independent review of what
is required to support Liverpool as a sustainable city. The Commission
are examining a range of key issues, supported by evidence, and will
make a series of recommendations to the Mayor of Liverpool.
A conference for local stakeholders was hosted by Liverpool John
Moores University on 12 May 2014. This event brought together 85
representatives from over 50 different organisations in the city
including businesses, schools, universities, city leaders, communities,
voluntary sector and others. The event was facilitated by Arup with the
aim to create a broad consensus as to which critical forces will drive
Liverpool to become a sustainable city in 2030.
Mayor Joe Anderson OBE welcomed everyone and thanked people for
taking the time to contribute to the work of the Commission. He
stressed the Commission’s independence and encouraged people to
think outside the box. He spoke about the challenges facing Liverpool
and welcomed ideas to generate income for the city. Professor Nigel
Weatherill, Chair of the Commission, then described how the
Commission would work and highlighted the importance of using
evidence and data, along with best practice examples from elsewhere.
Leading into the workshops, Josef Hargraves, Associate at Arup, gave
the key note presentation on the challenges facing cities and regions.
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Agenda
16:00

Welcome and Introduction
Mayor Joe Anderson OBE

16:10

Commission on Environmental Sustainability
Professor Nigel Weatherill, Vice Chancellor Liverpool John Moores
University and Chair of the Commission

16:15

How Global Trends are Transforming our Cities
Josef Hargrave, Foresight + Research + Innovation, Arup

16:35

Drivers of Change
Marcus Morrell, Foresight + Research + Innovation, Arup

16:40

Workshop 1: Drivers shaping the future of Liverpool to 2030
Prioritising the drivers, trends and issues shaping the next 16 years

17:40

Workshop 2: Ideas to support the Commission's objectives
Interventions (policies, initiatives, campaigns, community or built
environment projects) that could be undertaken to ensure that Liverpool
becomes a sustainable city.

18:25

Key Observations and Next Steps
Professor Nigel Weatherill, Vice Chancellor Liverpool John Moores
University and Chair of the Commission

18:30

Close

Drivers of Change Workshops
Two workshops were facilitated by Arup to encourage stakeholders to share their ideas
and insights and to identify key drivers for change and interventions that could realise a
more sustainable future for Liverpool. Participants were organised into ten groups,
each with a mix of backgrounds. Each group was given 15 cards based on one of the
STEEP principles:
Social Technological Environmental Economic Political
Groups were asked to work together to select drivers representing the most important
trends and issues shaping the city’s future to 2030. Blank cards were available so
stakeholders could identify new drivers.
For the second part of the session, each table was given a series of cards showing
examples of international best practice. Participants were asked to consider the cards
and to come up with their own ideas for the Commission.
An ‘ideas box’ was available for participants to submit ideas and thoughts not covered
as part of the workshop exercises.
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Drivers of Change Workshop
The first workshop exercise resulted in a selection of key drivers organised according to the STEEP principles. Drivers marked in bold are new
drivers identified by participants.
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Social

Technological

Economical

Passive design; obesity and leisure; ageing
population; housing; health; aspirations;
community; not in my back yard; personal
carbon; food production; households;
community and family; education;
growing food.

Energy; transport; connectivity/digital;
climate mitigation; climate modelling;
internet of things; sequestration;
research and development;
geoengineering; decarbonisation;
microgeneration; techno-reliance;
intelligent buildings; biological treatment;
marine energy; distribution efficiency;
energy; people.

Employment; inflation; chronic disease;
dependency ratios; shipping; austerity;
supermarkets; agriculture; mitigation vs
adaptation; insurance; devolution.

Environmental

Political

Flooding; emissions; long term
persistence; wind farms; urban
informatics; urban footprint; food
security; motorisation; eco cities;
ecosystem services; resource depletion;
sustainable transport; active transport;
resources; zero carbon housing.

Producer responsibility; infrastructure;
Mayors and political leadership;
institutional capacity; peak oil; resource
conflicts; planning policies; youth
involvement; transport; waste
management.
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Ideas for the Commission
The second workshop exercise asked participants for ideas to support the
Commission’s objectives. A selection of comments are detailed on the following
pages. Areas covered in the discussions included:
1. Education and behaviour change: young people, students and difficult to engage
communities
2. Environmental sustainability and health
3. Energy: local capture, decentralisation of energy, Liverpool as an energy city
4. Long term planning
5. Use data, evidence and best practice examples
6. Food: supply, preparation and waste
7. Housing retrofit and new eco homes
8. Transport and traffic
9. Adaptation and mitigation against climate change
10. Harnessing community spirit
11. Fuel poverty
12. Leadership
13. Smarter use of technology
14. Waste and recycling
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Ideas and Comments
Example comments from idea cards and discussions have been grouped under the Commission’s eight key themes of inquiry:
Governance and leadership
“Politicians should consider policies and initiatives which benefit the long term future of the city, not
just the political cycle, and increase engagement with communities to develop policies and initiatives.”
“Nothing can happen in the city without the Mayor and council as the driver. The Mayor and the city can provide the platform to think differently.”
“Liverpool could showcase practical sustainable solutions to promote green thinking amongst citizens and to promote new energy solutions.”
“We should apply for European Green Capital and use it as a vehicle to improve the city.”
“Liverpool is lagging behind compared to other cities and political will and leadership is seen as lacking.”
“Need greater devolution because unless there is a shift in government, much of this is out of our control. Need access to capital beyond one parliament.”
“Lead by practical example with public buildings, transport, energy generation, resource minimisation and procurement.”
“Creative, constructive and proactive planning. Council should take a firmer stance in planning process.”
“Tighter planning regulations to ensure new build (social, private, business or leisure) is of a very
high standard and incorporates the latest green technology.”
“Think big but don’t forget the local.”
“Be ambitious, bring the best and biggest ideas to the city that will make the biggest impact.”
“Capital availability for strategic long term projects such as tidal harvesting and solar PV.”
“All areas of the public sector need to show leadership to build a sustainable economy. Lessons from
outside the city need to be learned. The most successful cities have super connectivity. Get connected!”
Education, engagement and behaviour change
“We need to reward rather than frighten people.”
“Showcase practical sustainable solutions to promote green thinking among citizens.”
“We need to find ways to incentivise behaviours, using planning and other municipal powers to incentivise and not just punish some and not others.”
“Education on sustainability is being done as a box to tick and it needs to be developed into something more meaningful and where young people are used
as advocates in their communities.”
“Link green education, future employability skills and green jobs. Make sure that education meets the needs of future employment and that careers
guidance for pupils covers routes to new employment/future jobs.”
“There is an opportunity for pupils of all ages to explore sustainability issues including their impact, what could they do, what does sustainability mean to
them, understanding the role they play in shaping the way other people think through discussion and promoting change, recognise how important they are
as individuals and leading discussions on what they would want to see happen in Liverpool.”
“Engage young people in schools with practical examples and get university students to lead discussions with younger children.”
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Ideas and Comments
Resilience
“Businesses and the city economy are at risk from rising water table levels and risk of flooding. Lack of business
resilience or periodic ‘disasters’ will carry a financial and reputational risk.”
“Local production of food, energy, etc spreads the risk to supply. Even starting with 5% local production will reduce risk.”
“Adaptation offers more opportunities than mitigation.”
“Use environmental projects to make Liverpool ‘a resilient city’.”
Energy and resource
“Energy is crucial for people and business. Production needs to be kept local, by using the opportunities from wind and river,
bringing the energy direct to Liverpool.”
“A commitment to hybrid energy systems in new build schools and greater emphasis on using waste to provide energy in schools.”
“City wide food growing project linked to training and employment.”
“Food security: Local growing rather than food banks with health, intergenerational and social cohesion benefits.”
“Capture hydrogen from energy systems.”
“For economic growth to go forward, start generating sustainable/renewable energy first and guarantee supply to institutions,
people and businesses, then do energy efficiency.”
“Sustainable/renewable energy offers income generation opportunities which could generate wealth for local municipal,
institutional and community agencies and sectors. We should adopt an asset-based approach, mapping potential and exploiting
those assets we possess locally.”
“Create local or city-wide energy districts that generate and trap wealth locally, make businesses future proof and increase their
competitiveness.”
“Use the Mersey as a resource. Think out of the box, can it deliver more than tidal energy?”
“Fund wind turbines off shore where we have the opportunity.”
“Create Liverpool Energy Collective and set target for city to become net generator of electricity. Encourage domestic and business
properties to generate electricity through a variety of ways (e.g. PV, wind, ground source heat), aggregate and sell to grid.”
Waste and recycling
“Install water Smart meters at same time as energy. Water is often overlooked and is key to sustainability.”
“How can we get the economic value out of the waste produced in the city? Greater value needs to be given to recycling.”
“Recycling bins in public places making recycling mainstream and everyday.”
“Need food waste collection.”
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Ideas and Comments
Transport and infrastructure
“There is a great opportunity for sustainable transport in the city but the policy of choice is to prioritise the car.”
“Investing in sustainable travel infrastructure means less carbon emissions and creates healthier people.
Walking and cycling saves people a lot of money, money that can be spent locally. Prioritise the pedestrian,
develop cycle lanes and keep our cyclists safe.”
“Better connected transport to make Liverpool more sustainable and limit unneccessary journeys.”
“There is an opportunity to be a leader in low carbon transport off the back of the port.”
“Have no car zones or give electric vehicles use of bus lanes or toll free access to tunnels.”
“Low emission zone incentivising lower/zero emission vehicles by free parking, etc.”
“Citybike is good but need prioritised cycle lanes.”
“Look again at cycle paths and lanes. Liverpool could become the cycle city.”
Quality of place
“Explore new ways of managing green spaces, perhaps through well organised and driven community
organisations.”
“Need good accessibility to green spaces.”
“I want to live somewhere healthy. Healthy people equal a healthy city and visa versa. Links to public health
including housing, active transport, quality food, clean energy, reduce landfill, health and welfare.”
“We need a plan for converting green infrastructure in the city for economic purposes (timber stations, more
allotments, small holdings, micro farms, etc) not maintaining them at great expense as green deserts.”
“Create green corridors: encourage cycling and walking, link to areas of interest, develop healthy active
communities and create points of interest with local traders and stalls.”
Research and innovation
“A big problem is going to be silos (political and organisational). We need to unlock knowledge and research
/innovation capacity and connect it to unified, collaborative or connected delivery systems across sectors
formed irrespective of political or institutional boundaries.”
“Use the expertise of the universities and college schools of the built environment, along with innovative
building companies, in disseminating best practice.”
“Create an Environmental Technology Zone for the investment and development of new technology.”
“Pilot new things.”
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Next Steps
The Commission is inviting written submissions from stakeholders and these should be submitted by email by 15 July 2014. Full details are
available on the Mayor’s website www.liverpool.gov.uk/mayor/mayoral-commissions/commission-on-environmental-sustainability. Submissions
can address one or more of the key themes identified by the Commission in their terms of reference and/or identify additional areas relevant to
their work. The Commission have also met with the Schools’ Parliaments and a competition for schools has also been launched. The
Commission’s evidence gathering will continue over coming weeks and the Commission will be meeting with a range of expert witnesses and
reviewing data and examples of best practice.
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Contact the Commission
By email:
environmentalsustainabilitycommission@liverpool.gov.uk

For more information about the work of the Commission, please go to:
www.liverpool.gov.uk/mayor
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